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SUBJECT: Friedman v. United States, :\;o. 18245

have read	 Norris' memorandum on this
case in which he recommends that we should not petition
for certiorari. T	 that conclusion, and
also agree that_ "whether or not the Department should
see,: review by certiorari" is "essentially a policy
question."

I c-nnot accept the Eihth Circuit's reading
of the statute , which e;,:cludes from coverage state-
ments volunteered to the F.3.1..).in order to avoid
1r 1-)at:,..ntly absurd results." (Slip opinion, pp. 4-5).
There would be nothing "absurd" about construing the
statute's ldleral lan,':uage to cover Lhis case, nor
is there anything in the legislative history which
plainly indicates the statute does not mean what it
literally says.

However, it seems to me that it was.a mistake
to authorize this prosecution in the first place.
The Zighth Circuit noted that the accused policeman
"admitted that he had scuffled with Friedman while he
was in custody on two occasions, each lastinL; about
one and one-half minutes, and that Friedman admittedly
had so: le small, observable injuries," and seems to
have	 that on those facts it was bad policy to
brin the prosecution. Even a ssuming a gross exaL;gera-

F t Lion on ?riedman's part about what happened, prosecution
of a case like this is bound to deter legitimate com-

'1, \"!. 	 plaints of police misconduct. Ath this 	 am In com-
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	 plete agreement with what was said by the Court of Appeals.
Were a prosecution like this brought in •iississippi

	

`r	 against a Negro for falsely accusing a Sheriff of brutality,
It would have a disastrous impact. And a Supreme Court
rulio . in our favor in Friedman, with attendant wide-
spread publicity in the South, could we.1.1 have the same
effect.



To be sure, it is undesirable for police officers
to be falsely accused of brutality, particularly in the
explosive situation which now exists in many of our
cities. I cannot believe, however, that this problem
can be solved by prosecutions under section 1001. If
I had to make a policy judgment about that, I would
think there is at least as much reason .to believe that
such prosecutions, even if well founded, would aggravate
the problem.

Ordinarily the fact that a prosecution was un-
wisely initiated in the first place may not be sufficient
grounds to abandon it after reversal. 3ut in this case
the 3u?reule Court is bound to notice that the accusation
arose out of some actual physical contact between the
accused policeman and the defendant, and it is also
bound to be troubled by the intimidating effect 	 07hc,v2,
amorgIL=1	 would thus take some risk, if certiorari
is granted, of losing on the merits and having the Supreme
Court give the statute a very restrictive and (I think)
unwarranted construction which will reach far beyond the
police brutality context. Considering that riskjtogether
with the doubts about whether this case should have ever
beer brought, I recommend against certiorari. If an
appropriate non-police brutality case arises concerning
statements to the :F.B.I., that will be time enough to
take the zlatter to the Supreme Court. Since Friedman
is inconsistent with other lower court decisions, letting
it stand would not seriously elabarrass t',1.s in other con-
texts.
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